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ABSTRACT:
This paper proposes a method for the reconstruction of city buildings with automatically derived textures that can be directly used for
fac¸ade element classification. Oblique and nadir aerial imagery recorded by a multi-head camera system is transformed into dense 3D
point clouds and evaluated statistically in order to extract the hull of the structures. For the resulting wall, roof and ground surfaces
high-resolution polygonal texture patches are calculated and compactly arranged in a texture atlas without resampling. The fac¸ade
textures subsequently get analyzed by a commercial software package to detect possible windows whose contours are projected into
the original oriented source images and sparsely ray-casted to obtain their 3D world coordinates. With the windows being reintegrated
into the previously extracted hull the final building models are stored as semantically annotated CityGML ”LOD-2.5” objects.
1. INTRODUCTION
Oblique aerial cameras have been recently deployed for remote
sensing tasks in urban areas. In addition to solely nadir-looking
sensors these devices are equipped with a set of camera modules
providing tilted (off-nadir) views of the scene captured which al-
lows to take high-resolution images of the roofs as well as the
fac¸ades of buildings. In both cases the viewing vectors converge
on the respective surface normals minimizing projective distor-
tions.
This property makes oblique cameras well suited for creating vi-
sualizations of virtual city models if their interior and exterior
orientation is known as the bitmaps recorded can be accurately
mapped on existing geo-referenced 3D data sets. For example,
(Frueh et al., 2004) project oblique aerial imagery onto triangular
meshes of city buildings obtained from a terrestrial laser scan-
ner. A 2D-to-3D registration process based on line segments is
used to refine the set of initial camera poses before the image
patches are chosen for each face by evaluating the viewing angle,
occlusion, neighborhood relationship and other criteria. For vi-
sualization purposes the resulting collection of colored triangles
gets combined into a single texture atlas by a greedy placement
algorithm. Similarly, (Wang et al., 2008) color LiDAR data of
urban structures by projecting the virtual wall surfaces back into
a set of tilted views and comparing the results against the edges
of the fac¸ades inside the source bitmaps. In (Stilla et al., 2009)
oblique thermal infrared imagery is used to texture a 3D model
that has been previously constructed from nadir-looking aerial
photographs covering the visible range of the spectrum. Their
back-and-forth projection approach involves occlusion detection
using a depth buffer and allows to estimate the actual metric reso-
lution per pixel of the output bitmaps aiming at GIS applications.
Aside from texture mapping true 3D surface information of urban
objects can be regained from oblique imagery itself using pho-
togrammetric techniques. The general suitability of tilted aerial
photographs for terrain reconstruction has been outlined as early
as in (Schultz, 1994) where projectively distorted stereo scenes
get processed by a dense matcher computing a weighted cross-
correlation score. More recently (Rupnik et al., 2014) generate
point clouds from oblique data sets from state-of-the-art oblique
aerial cameras that have been oriented with an adapted bundle
adjustment workflow. To obtain the 3D coordinates of a pixel a
multi-resolution matching algorithm based on graph cuts is uti-
lized, however, no high-level analysis is performed on the results
yet to subsequently extract planar surfaces. This problem is ad-
dressed by (Xiao et al., 2012) who look for vertical lines in the
tilted views to form fac¸ade patches. The patches are tested against
a height gradient map obtained from densely matching overlap-
ping image pairs. Eventually verified fac¸ades get integrated into
a building box model limiting the form of the reconstructed struc-
tures to quadrilaterals if seen from the top.
This paper discusses an approach for the extraction of the hull of
city buildings including their wall, roof and ground surfaces from
true 3D point clouds. The points are solely generated from a set
of oriented images recorded by a decent oblique aerial camera
system. Except for being simple polygons no inherent limitation
is imposed on the building outline. At the same time the resulting
simplified virtual models get textured from the original images
without resampling preserving their native resolution. During this
process a texture atlas gets created that is subsequently used for
rendering the models and to identify potential windows through
object-based image analysis (OBIA). Following a vectorization
stage the windows that have been found are reintegrated into the
hull models to finally obtain semantically annotated ”LOD-2.5”
CityGML objects.
2. BUILDING EXTRACTION
In order to extract the buildings of an urban scene both the ori-
ented oblique and nadir images taken with the aerial camera are
preprocessed into (tilted) digital surface models (DSMs). For this
purpose the input data is passed to a dense stereo matcher based
on the semi-global matching algorithm (Hirschmu¨ller, 2008). The
SGM implementation generates graylevel bitmaps that orthogo-
nally encode the height information of the scene above the XY
coordinate plane. As the surface information from the fac¸ades
pictured by the oblique views will get lost during the reprojec-
tion of the height values the tilted cameras require to be rotated
by the average angular displacement to approximately point into
the nadir direction before applying SGM and back-rotated later
on to retain the original geometry. Following the matching stage
the surface models are smoothed by a bilateral filter comprising
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of two Gaussian functions to reduce the noise without affecting
high-frequency details (Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998). Further-
more, under the assumption that city buildings appear as ele-
vated regions surrounded by lower ground, those DSM pixels that
form the terrain are identified and removed by repeatedly moving
windows of varying size over the DSM bitmaps as described in
(Mayer, 2004). This process that basically creates a digital eleva-
tion model also eliminates most of the vegetation that is likely to
disturb any upcoming processing steps and provides an estimate
for the ground height around the buildings as a by-product.
After preprocessing the remaining DSM pixels are transformed
into genuine 3D points and merged into a single point cloud. The
resulting high-resolution samples are reduced to limit the mem-
ory consumption and projected onto the XY plane subdivided
by a regular grid. The spacing of the grid needs to be adjusted
empirically with respect to the residual noise of the points. For
each grid cell its density, spatial distribution and characteristic
height histogram is computed and evaluated to identify potential
fac¸ade pieces (Linkiewicz, 2012). On the set of cell elements
C = {pi = (xi, yi)} that is considered a part of the fac¸ade the
regression line is estimated from the 2× 2 covariance matrix
Mcov(C) =
[
cov(xi, yi) cov(xi, yi)
cov(yi, xi) cov(yi, yi)
]
(1)
of the confined point set with
cov(x, y) :=
1
n− 1
n∑
k=1
(xk − x)(yk − y) (2)
as outlined already in (Pearson, 1901). Effectively performing
PCA the Eigenvector ofMcov that belongs to the greatest Eigen-
value denotes the direction of the best-fit line through C, and a
measure for its confidence can be obtained from the ratio
ρ :=
σmin
σmax
(3)
of the square roots of the Eigenvalues, that is, the ratio of the
standard deviations of the projected 3D points in the direction of
the Eigenvectors. Alternatively, if the statistical analysis of the
grid cell indicates the presence of outliers, the main direction of a
potential fac¸ade piece is determined by the RANSAC method us-
ing a consensus set of two projected points (Fischler and Bolles,
1981). Beside an upper count of iterations the RANSAC estima-
tor terminates if the percentage of the points of C that are within
a maximum distance to the regression line running through the
consensus set is above a threshold which depends on the grid
spacing.
If the line segments have been determined for individual grid cells
the computation of the regression line will be extended to groups
of adjacent cells in order to form fac¸ade fragments of the same
orientation. For this purpose the line direction of every cell in
a local 8-neighborhood is pair-wisely compared against the line
direction of its center element using a fixed angular threshold.
In case the directions match the respective cells will be added
to the same cell set. This growth process repeats until no more
adjacent cells are left to be assigned. If a stable state is reached
a common regression line will be estimated through the point set
of every cell group. The resulting linear fac¸ade fragments will be
intersected if their endpoints are locally adjacent within the grid
forming a closed two-dimensional contour.
Following fac¸ade reconstruction the roof surface gets modeled
from the nadir image set recorded by the aerial camera. This
is because the current implementation is based on a planar ex-
tension of the linear regression algorithm used to find the wall
surface contours which cannot handle depth continuities on the
house tops yet. To determine the roof regions the nadir 3D point
cloud as of SGM is subdivided into a regular grid again where the
spacing must be chosen empirically. However, no projection is
applied, and those cells which are not within a polygonal outline
from the previous stage are discarded eliminating the possibility
of modeling overhangs for now. Afterwards the 3× 3 covariance
matrix is computed similarly to equation 1 and 2 for each grid
cell D = {qi = (xi, yi, zi)} as
Mcov(D) =
cov(xi, xi) cov(xi, yi) cov(xi, zi)cov(yi, xi) cov(yi, yi) cov(yi, zi)
cov(zi, xi) cov(zi, yi) cov(zi, zi)
 (4)
The Eigenvector that belongs to the smallest Eigenvalue of this
matrix marks the normal vector n of the current cell plane whose
flatness τ is described by the ratio
τ :=
σn
σ2 + σ3
(5)
where the σ’s once more denote the standard deviations of the
confined 3D points in direction of the corresponding Eigenvec-
tors. Roof cells are identified by applying a planarity threshold
and will get merged into the same labeled cell group if their nor-
mals roughly point into the same direction.
To derive the roof geometry from the cell groups their spatial rela-
tionship needs to be computed first. As a prerequisite the remain-
ing gaps that might have been caused by structures like chimneys
or satellite dishes are closed because initially one cannot guaran-
tee that the house top is fully covered by roof cells after the re-
gression process. Therefore the labeled cell groups get projected
into the XY plane and a breadth-first region growing algorithm is
applied until all grid elements within the building contour have
been uniquely assigned. The grown sets are subsequently tested
for potential connections by shifting a 3 × 3 window over the
projected area. If the window covers two or more different labels
then this will indicate a topological edge or node between two
adjacent cell groups respectively and stored in a table.
However, the sliding window does not determine the relationship
between the fac¸ades of the building and the house top. To add this
information to the topology the polygonal outline of the structure
obtained during wall surface reconstruction is scanned discretely.
If a particular side of the contour entirely joins a single roof cell
group it will be considered an edge adjacent to the corresponding
fac¸ade. If two or more different labels are found along a side
of the polygon instead a fac¸ade-roof node resulting for instance
from an arris will be assumed. Similarly, to have a node in the
topology where two wall surfaces and exactly one roof cell group
intersect the number of roof cell groups at the corner points of the
contour is computed by circular sampling as depicted in figure 1.
After the deduction of the spatial relationship the world coordi-
nates of the roof elements are derived from the joint topological
tables which do not contain any positional information on their
own. For this purpose the planes forming the house top are con-
structed by fitting a regressions plane to the 3D points confined
in the respective roof cell groups. Also, the fac¸ade planes get
erected perpendicularly to the XY plane containing their projec-
tion as a part of the building contour. Having the geometric enti-
ties the intersection of adjoint pairs of roof planes or a roof plane
with a nearby wall surface yields the geographic position and di-
rection of the topological edges, that is, the roof ridge, arris and
the outer edges of the house top. However, as the resulting and
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Figure 1. Topology analysis between roof regions/fac¸ades (left)
and at fac¸ade corners (right)
possibly skew lines are infinite yet they need to be limited by the
spatial equivalent of the topological nodes before they eventually
can form the skeleton of the building to be modeled. Therefore
the node coordinates are computed as the geometric center of the
shortest connecting line among all combinations of pairs of lines
derived from the topological edges, and the edge lines get ad-
justed accordingly.
To complete the reconstruction process the missing ground sur-
face is obtained from the contour as of the fac¸ade cell regression.
Its z-value is set to the height estimate from the terrain removal
process following SGM. The finite roof, wall and ground poly-
gons of the modeled buildings subsequently get written to sepa-
rate files using the open Alias/Wavefront OBJ data format where
the semantic designations are kept in specifically formatted com-
ments. Also, the geometry gets written to an LOD-2 CityGML
file that can be used with GIS databases.
3. TEXTURE MAPPING
For attractive visualizations incorporating the reconstructed build-
ings their roof, wall and ground surfaces must be colored prefer-
ably from the oriented aerial imagery. In a process called texture
mapping each point of a model polygon is assigned a normalized
2D position inside a texture bitmap pointing to the pixel which
effectively provides the spectral intensities at that vertex. The
render engine will then be able to interpolate any other pixel that
belongs to the interior zone of the polygon from the colors of its
nodes. Computing the texture map for each surface of the build-
ing comes in two steps. First, the aerial image that pictures a
particular polygon best needs to be determined. Second, because
real-world render engines do not efficiently handle hundreds or
thousands of texture bitmaps at once due to memory and I/O lim-
itations, those parts of the chosen image that actually contribute
to the surface must be placed compactly in a single digital image
called texture atlas.
To find the image that optimally colors a particular part of the
building model in the first step the entire oriented imagery from
the aerial camera is initially classified into nadir and oblique bit-
maps depending on the tilt angle of the underlying sensor. The
normal vectors of the nadir views are then compared against the
surface normals which are implicitly given in form of a consistent
vertex order enforced during the reconstruction run. If both vec-
tors point into the same direction the texture source will be dis-
carded as the polygon is assumed to be hidden. Otherwise, in case
of opposing normal directions, the angle of intersection between
the view and surface normal is tested against a user-defined off-
nadir threshold. If the image passes this test the polygon vertices
subsequently will be projected into the potential texture bitmap.
If the resulting 2D positions (si, ti) lie inside the dimensions of
the image it will be accepted as a valid color source with the
(si, ti) being the source texture coordinates of the surface. In
addition a quality score will be derived from the bounding box
of the (si, ti) penalizing projective distortions that grow with the
distance from the camera’s principal point. Ultimately, if more
than one nadir bitmap is found suitable to picture a certain roof
or wall surface the image with the highest quality score will be
taken.
If there is no nadir image candidate that can color a model poly-
gon the oblique images will be tried. Similarly to the nadir case
a quality measure will be computed for the tilted views if the
view vector and surface normal point into opposing directions
and the projected polygon vertices fall into the bitmap’s dimen-
sions. However, since the vertical building fac¸ades may particu-
larly benefit from taking pixels far off the principal point a dif-
ferent formula is chosen for the score. To reward lower incidence
angles and consequently minimize projective distortions the qual-
ity 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 for oblique texture sources is defined as
q := |np · 1
k
k∑
i=1
(vi − c)| (6)
where np denotes the roof or wall surface normal, vi is the pro-
jected surface vertices in world coordinates and c is the center of
projection of the camera. If due to the flight parameters or camera
setup neither a nadir image nor a tilted view picture a particular
roof or wall surface it will be marked as untextured.
After the building polygons have been assigned a texture image
and the respective surface vertices have been attached source tex-
ture coordinates (si, ti) the actual color information is ready to
be written to the texture atlas in a two-step process. The place-
ment stage initially computes a compact layout for the texture
patches comprising the pixels inside the (si, ti) area for every
model polygon. However, since finding the perfect free spots for
the entire patch set within the dimensions of the rectangular atlas
bitmap without wasting space is known to be NP-hard only an ap-
proximate solution can be efficiently computed for this problem
in combinatorial optimization. Thus, as a basic algorithm, new
texture patches get placed inside the atlas one by one. To find the
next free spot for the current patch Pi the vacant positions inside
the destination bitmap are sequentially traversed. Once a free po-
sition has been found it will be attempted to paste Pi in there.
This is accomplished by losslessly rotating its pixels in steps of
90◦ to efficiently use the space available inside the texture atlas
and intersecting the resulting shapes with the set of texture patch
polygons placed before. If there is no overlap the atlas position
and rotation angle for Pi will be stored in a dynamic list and the
algorithm will proceed with the next patch. However, in case Pi
cannot be pasted anywhere the destination bitmap will get resized
horizontally and vertically to the next power of two of pixels as
demanded by most graphics cards.
Even though the outlined basic algorithm creates tightly packed
texture atlases its worst-case runtime is still quadratic in the num-
ber of pixels and also in the number of building surfaces. To
increase its speed in practice the search for free places inside
the destination bitmap is accelerated by a two-dimensional block
availability map (BAM). The BAM stores scanline segments of
pixels where the texture patches can be placed at and is updated
every few loop cycles (see figure 2). Effectively implementing
run-length compression on its free space only those parts of the
atlas bitmap need to be checked for a vacant spot for which a
BAM entry exists. Furthermore, to limit the amount of expensive
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polygon-polygon intersection tests when the algorithm attempts
to paste a particular Pi, the previously placed texture patches to
test Pi against are referenced by the cells of regular grid cover-
ing the entire atlas. As a consequence the rotated Pi must not
be overlapped with the union P :=
⋃n
k=1,k 6=i Pk but very likely
with just a small subset P˜ ⊆ P .
Figure 2. The BAM stores free scanline segments, here for a
10× 6 texture atlas containing a single triangular texture patch
Beyond the runtime the placement stage also anticipates render
issues that will occur with graphics adapters which implement
mipmaps, that is, pyramids of downscaled textures for differ-
ent display resolutions. As the mipmap generator typically uti-
lizes digital low-pass finite impulse response filters for resam-
pling nasty transitions from the texture patches to the background
color of the atlas bitmap are likely to appear when the building
model is visualized. To circumvent this problem the patches Pi
are added a safety margin before they eventually will be placed.
This safety margin is calculated by offsetting the contour of each
texture patch polygon along its outwardly oriented vertex normals
and results in extended source texture coordinates (si, ti) →
(s˜i, t˜i).
Once the layout has been computed the render stage writes the
pixels from the respective aerial images to their designated places
inside the texture atlas. For this purpose the bounding box around
the extended texture coordinates (s˜i, t˜i) is computed. Those pix-
els that are inside the bounding box and the polygon described
by the tupels get rotated and copied to the corresponding texture
atlas position. However, because the input data set can easily in-
clude thousands of bitmaps that can exceed a hundred megapixels
each in size it is unfeasible to load them completely into memory
for the copy process. To save time the texture patches are first
sorted by their source bitmap in order to avoid opening the same
file more than once. Subsequently only those pixels that actually
need to be transferred to the texture atlas are being read using an
image I/O subsystem that provides on-demand access based on
concepts that have been similarly implemented in decent operat-
ing systems. The resulting problem of numerous but local write
operations on the destination bitmap is defused with a write cache
comprising a few hundred target scanlines.
After the texture patches have been completely written the co-
ordinates of their vertices inside the texture atlas excluding the
polygon offset will be normalized by the dimensions of the desti-
nation image as this is a requirement imposed by render engines
and most 3D file formats. The resulting positions (sˆi, tˆi) and a
reference to the atlas bitmap are subsequently added to the re-
spective building model. In addition to the texture atlas the in-
dex of the surface, its semantic designation and the rotation ap-
plied during the placement stage are kept in an artificial multi-
channel bitmap as filled polygons comprising the area defined by
the (sˆi, tˆi). Because this semantic layer is exclusively used for
the object-based classification the contour offset does not need to
taken into account. Also, to preserve the link between the final
texture coordinates and the aerial images, the source texture coor-
dinates (si, ti) and the index of the corresponding model surface
are stored in a text file.
4. WINDOW CLASSIFICATION
In order to find out whether it is possible to extract windows from
an unrectified texture atlas that originally gets created for visual-
ization purposes the result of the mapping stage undergoes object-
based image analysis (OBIA) using the commercial eCognition
software package by Trimble. For this purpose, using a custom
classification rule set that focuses on the fac¸ade windows for now,
those texture patches that describe the roof and ground surfaces of
the reconstructed buildings are initially being removed by look-
ing up their role in the semantic layer. The remaining set of wall
surface patches then gets separated into discrete objects through
eCognition’s Contrast Split Segmentation algorithm.
To subsequently identify the window areas in a single fac¸ade ob-
ject the Multiresolution Segmentation producing very fine and
detailed segments is performed. This allows to capture every sur-
face detail despite the presence of a low image contrast. The
segments that have been found will be further classified as initial
window objects if the mean intensity difference compared to a
surrounding volume exceeds a certain threshold and is negative
to accommodate the diffuse reflection of the light rays inside the
building. Those window objects that share a common border will
get merged and successively tested against geometric constraints
like their minimum area, width and density to remove incorrectly
classified small items and irregular dark elements or shadows.
Since the merged objects still may not yield the correct extent and
shape they are further grown into adjacent segments under sim-
ilarity and homogeneity constraints for the window seed, candi-
date and target. Following region growing the results once more
get tested against the geometric features and unsharply compared
against a rectangular shape. To close any gaps in the classification
outcome the window objects are processed by both morphologi-
cal filters and the island filter before the resulting regions even-
tually get uniquely labeled and written to a bitmap that is of the
same size as the texture atlas.
Having the label image congruently covering the texture atlas and
the text file linking the texture atlas to the aerial source images
it will now be possible to re-integrate the extracted windows into
the reconstructed buildings. To convert the labeled pixel sets from
OBIA into polygons that can be transformed into world space the
contours of the window areas are retrieved first using a tracing al-
gorithm based on the Moore neighborhood with a modified stop-
ping criterion (Reddy et al., 2012). The resulting amount of con-
tour vertices is reduced by the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker method
(Douglas and Peucker, 1973) with a maximum simplification er-
ror of one pixel. Because each contour lies inside a corresponding
texture patch its coordinates can be computed relative to the patch
and back-rotated according to the information from the congru-
ent semantic layer from the mapping stage. Further, utilizing the
text file that assigns a texture patch its aerial source image and
its source texture coordinates (si, ti) the relative contour coordi-
nates can be translated into the aerial source image as well. With
the known camera orientations, if the translated window contours
are now being ray-cast, their 3D coordinates will be obtained
from the intersections with the respective wall surfaces and added
to the reconstructed buildings as polygonal objects. The modified
building models are now written again as semantically annotated
OBJ and CityGML code effectively lifting the latter to the inoffi-
cal ”LOD-2.5”.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3. Results for the Murnau scene a) Contours of reconstructed buildings, b) Texture atlas, c) Textured building models, d) Same
building models as CityGML showing the semantic designations of the surfaces and the windows in different colors
5. RESULTS
In a proof-of-concept for the proposed method a flight campaign
over the city of Murnau/Germany was conducted using the DLR
MACS HALE aerial camera (Lehmann et al., 2011) with a 90-60
image overlap. This device is equipped with one nadir-looking
and two oblique sensors pointing to the left and right at an angle
of 36◦. An on-board GPS receiver and inertial measurement unit
(IMU) register the approximate position and rotation of the cam-
era. Following bundle adjustment to refine the initial orientation
values a total of 4295 images were converted to digital surface
models by SGM at a spatial resolution of 7 cm per pixel. Fur-
thermore, a set of 24 buildings was put into the reconstruction
pipeline implemented in MATLAB except for the texture mapper
that is written in C++. The runtime for the reconstruction process
was less than five minutes per building while texture mapping
took approximately 3 minutes in total. Figure 3 depicts the out-
put of different stages of the proposed workflow.
To evaluate the positional accuracy the footprints of the result-
ing models were compared against the Automated Land Records
(ALK) of Murnau. Reflecting the considerable residual noise
from SGM and the inherent simplification errors an average dis-
tance of 80.2 cm and a median deviation of 39.9 cm has been
found between the extracted contours and the data from the cadas-
trial map. Since no reference data is available for the windows
their area has been determined manually from the fac¸ade patches
of the texture atlas first and then opposed to the classification
outcome. Based on this ground truth the correctness has been
computed as 69% and the completeness as 73% which is a sub-
stantial result but not extraordinarily good. The main issue with
window extraction is the lack of appropriate geometric features
which consequently cannot be exploited because the texture atlas
does not get rectified in order to avoid any quality degradation
due to resampling. Relying solely on spectral properties how-
ever fails when for instance windows and neighboring surfaces
like shutters get merged. This erroneous consolidation influences
the shape of objects from OBIA and possibly causes their omis-
sion as shown in figure 3c and 3d. One possibility to overcome
the limitation to spectral features would be to introduce projec-
tive invariants into the classification rule sets which needs to be
further investigated.
To assess the performance of the mapping stage the generated tex-
ture patches have been projected onto the reconstructed buildings
and visualized. Due to the high overlap and the low-density res-
idential areas of Murnau occlusions do rarely occur for the test
scenario. However, in presence of high-rise buildings the pro-
cess will probably benefit from occlusion detection based on the
DSM. This can be efficiently implemented by spatially sorting
and ray-casting the polygons of the 3D model as seen from the
aerial camera that provides the source image respectively. Fur-
thermore, since the building surfaces currently have to project
completely into one bitmap to get textured, the mapping algo-
rithm needs to be extended to support multiple source images at
once in order to adequately handle dense residential areas or busi-
ness districts. Implicating changes on the placement strategy this
modification also induces the need for radiometric adjustments
between two or more adjacent pixel subsets that form a texture
patch.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an approach for the reconstruction of the
hull of buildings exclusively from the oriented imagery recorded
by a modern oblique aerial camera system. In a proof-of-concept
it has been shown that both its nadir and oblique views can be
used for mapping textures on virtual models of an urban scene
without any loss of quality. The additional information provided
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by the oblique sensors helps to regain the surfaces of the struc-
tures including their semantic designation. Despite some limita-
tions it has also been generally demonstrated that the same un-
rectified texture atlas that gets used for the visualization of the re-
constructed buildings can also serve as a source for object-based
image analysis to classify fac¸ade elements like windows. Never-
theless, the applicability of the proposed method in urban scenar-
ios with different architectural styles remains to be further eval-
uated with the increasing market penetration of oblique cameras
and the availability of the respective images.
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